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latest version for free.
eFilm v1.5.3.0 Win XP.

eFilm 1.5 3 64. eFilm is an
application used for

viewing and manipulating
medical images. It is.Q:

ASP.NET MVC How to get
input from Controller? This

is my first project in
ASP.NET MVC, I am trying

to make input from
Controller to the View. For
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example: I have in my
controller, in the view I

want to show the input to
user. This is my controller
and what I have already
done. I want to store it in
textbox at the bottom of

form. [HttpGet] public
ActionResult Index(int id) {

List data =
db.tbl_records.ToList();
ViewData["Projects"] =
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data; int projectid =
Convert.ToInt32(id); List

projects =
db.tbl_projects.Include(e

=> e.tbl_users.Select(u =>
u.tbl_records)) .Select(m

=> m.tbl_projects.Single(p
=> p.Id ==

projectid)).ToList(); return
View(projects); } This is my
view: @model IEnumerable
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